Ontologies have become an important means for structuring knowledge and building knowledge-intensive systems. For this purpose, efforts have been made to facilitate the ontology engineering process, in particular the acquisition of ontologies from domain texts. We present a general architecture for discovering conceptual structures and engineering ontologies. Based on our generic architecture we describe a case study for mining ontologies from text using methods based on dictionaries and natural language text. The case study has been carried out in the telecommunications domain. Supporting the overall text ontology engineering process, our comprehensive approach combines dictionary parsing mechanisms for acquiring a domain-specific concept taxonomy with a discovery mechanism for the acquisition of non-taxonomic conceptual relations.
Introduction
Ontologies 1 have shown their usefulness in application areas such as intelligent information integration [23] , information brokering [20] and natural-language processing [21] , to name but a few. However, their wide-spread usage is still hindered by ontology engineering being rather time-consuming and, hence, expensive. A number of proposals have been made to facilitate ontological engineering through automatic discovery from domain data, domain-specific natural language texts in particular (cf. [1,3,5,13,14,16,24] ). However, most approaches have "only" tackled one step in the overall ontology engineering process, e.g. the acquisition of concepts, the establishment of a concept taxonomy or the discovering of non-taxonomic conceptual relationships, whereas one must consider the overall process when building real-world applications.
In this paper we describe a case study for mining ontologies from textual resources, viz. from technical dictionaries and from domain texts, where we consider all three before-mentioned steps. For this purpose we combine existing techniques for the acquisition of concepts and a concept taxonomy with a new approach for mining non-taxonomic conceptual relationships from natural language in an integrated framework for manual and semi-automatic ontology engineering.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we will give an overview of the overall system architecture, in particular about which linguistic processing has been done and how discovered conceptual structures are added to the ontology using a graphical ontology engineering environment. Subsequently, we will focus on the techniques for acquiring concepts and concept hierarchies which are an essential part for the algorithm discovering non-taxonomic conceptual relations. This algorithm will be presented in Section 4. An example will show some promising results we obtained applying our mechanisms for mining ontologies from text. Before we conclude we give an overview of related work in Section 5.
Architecture
The purpose of this section is to give an overview of the architecture of our approach. The process of semi-automatic ontology acquisition is embedded in an application that comprises several core features described as a kind of pipeline in the following. Nevertheless, the reader may bear in mind that the overall development of ontologies remains a cyclic process (cf. [12] ). In fact, we provide a broad set of interactions such that the engineer may start with primitive methods first. These methods require very little or even no background knowledge, but they may also be restricted to return only simple hints, like term frequencies. While the knowledge model matures during the semi-automatic engineering process, the engineer may turn towards more advanced and more knowledge-intensive algorithms, such as our mechanism for discovering generalized relations.
Text & Processing Management Component
The ontology engineer uses the Text & Processing Management component to select domain resources (dictionaries, domain texts, . . . ) exploited in the further discovery process. She chooses among a set of text (pre-)processing methods available on the Text Processing Server and among a set of algorithms available at the Learning & Discovering component. The former module returns text that is annotated by XML and this XML-tagged text is fed to the Learning & Discovering component described in subsection 2.3.
Text Processing Server
The Text Processing Server comprises a broad set of different methods. In our case, it contains a shallow text processor based on the core system SMES (Saarbrücken Message Extraction System; cf. [15] ). SMES is a system that performs syntactic analysis on natural language documents. In general, the Text Processing Server is organized in modules, such as a tokenizer, morphological and lexical processing, and chunk parsing that use lexical resources to produce
